A regional climate simulation over the Iberian Peninsula for the last millennium
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Abstract

In this study we present a regional paleoclimate simulation which covers the last millennium over the Iberian Peninsula (IP) with an unprecedented resolution of 30 km. The simulation was performed with a climate version of the mesoscale model MM5 coupled to the global model ECHO-G. Both experiments were driven by the same reconstructions of several external factors. The high spatial resolution of the regional model allows to simulate realistically many aspects of the climate in the IP when comparing the simulation to an observational data set in a reference period (1961–1990). Although the regional model is strongly driven by the boundary conditions, it is able to develop a different realisation of the past climate, which has a strong impact in those exercises comparing the results of climate simulations versus proxy reconstructions. A preliminary comparison of the simulation results with reconstructions of temperature and precipitation over the IP allows to recognise several aspects where both approaches agree, as well as identify the disagreements and try to point out the possible causes.

1 Introduction

In the last years considerable efforts have been devoted to the understanding of the internal variability and its role in the evolution of the climate in the last millennia (Bradley and Jones, 1993; Jones et al., 2001; Zorita et al., 2005; Mann et al., 2008; Swingedouw et al., 2010, among others). This has allowed to frame the short instrumental period in a broader climatic context, and to understand some of the physical mechanism responsible for the observed variability.

These efforts belong to two categories: climate reconstructions based on proxy indicators and climate model simulations. The former uses information from various indirect sources, including documentary records, tree rings, ice cores, etc. These sources provide information at different temporal resolution about the past evolution
of temperature and precipitation, among other variables (Bradley and Jones, 1993; Jones et al., 2001; Luterbacher et al., 2004; Mann et al., 2008). On the other hand, the use of comprehensive atmosphere ocean global circulation models (AOGCM) has become possible due the impressive increase in computational power. This has allowed to perform simulations with state-of-the art global climate models over periods of several centuries (Zorita et al., 2005; Tett et al., 2007; Ammann et al., 2007; Swingedouw et al., 2010). Although the validation of these comprehensive models used for future climate projections can be performed by checking whether they are able to reproduce the main features of the actual climate, for instance whether or not they simulate a present climate consistent with the observations, the reliability of climate models to realistically simulate climate changes is much more difficult to assess. The comparison of simulations of past climates with climate models against proxy-based climate reconstructions may thus increase the confidence put on future projections or identify drawbacks that should be corrected, thus improving the climate projections as well (Gonzalez-Rouco et al., 2009).

However this comparison is burdened by two important factors. On the one hand climate reconstructions are based on data that is usually local or regional, whereas the present AOGCMs have a too coarse spatial resolution which precludes a realistic representation of the local features that may strongly influence proxy records. This may cause important mismatches between simulations and reconstructions. So far, the comparison between model simulations and climate reconstructions over the past millennium has been limited to global or hemispheric scales (Jones et al., 2009). Several authors have also used a number of methodologies trying to overcome this problem. Stevens et al. (2008) grouped borehole temperature profiles into regional ensembles, to make their local information compatible with the spatial scales of the AOGCM ECHO-G, which implements a spatial of about 3.75°. These authors have, however, underlined the need for finer spatial resolution simulations. On the other hand the climate system fluctuates internally over a large frequency range, from days to million of years (Huybers and Curry, 2006). Climate models are also affected by this
natural random variability, and hence one should not expect a complete agreement at interannual timescales when comparing the temporal evolution of model simulations and reconstructions, even if both are perfect (Yoshimori et al., 2005).

Regarding the scale gap between model and reconstructions, downscaling techniques are a common tool for meteorological and climate studies. Driven by a AOGCM simulation, these techniques allow to take into account the effect of regional features, thus developing a more realistic climate for a limited area. In particular, dynamical downscaling methods, involving the use of Regional Circulation Models (RCM), solve similar equations a AOGCM does, but using higher resolution for a limited area domain. The higher spatial resolution, which implements a more realistic orography, and improved physical parametrisation of RCMs allow them to simulate the features of regional climates more accurately than current AOGCMs, and for this reason RCMs are extensively employed in climate change projections within the context of large projects such as PRUDENCE or ENSEMBLES (Jacob et al., 2007, and references herein).

Nevertheless, to date there are few studies where these models have been used for paleoclimate applications (Zorita et al., 2010), or mostly focusing in periods farther back in the past (Hostetler et al., 2000).

In this the study, we present the first results of a simulation performed with the regional model MM5 driven by the global model ECHO-G over the last millennium (1001–1990) for a domain encompassing the Iberian Peninsula (IP). This area presents sharp spatial contrasts of temperature and precipitation due to its complex topography and its location at the southern fringe of the North Atlantic storm tracks. Hence it provides a good test bed to examine the skill of regional models in a paleoclimate context. For example, the precipitation in the south-western part of the IP is strongly influenced by the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), whereas precipitation in the northern fringes and the regions located along the Mediterranean coasts is much more weakly connected to the North Atlantic weather systems.

To date, there are nevertheless few climate reconstructions for this region to compare against the simulations. For this study we use the gridded reconstructions of
monthly, or seasonal, temperature and precipitation for the Western European region (Luterbacher et al., 2004; Pauling et al., 2006).

The paper is organised as follows: in Sect. 2 we describe the experiment set up of both the AOGCM and the RCM, as well as the proxy reconstructions used for comparison with the simulations. We also describe some of the analysis tools employed in the paper. In Sect. 3 we evaluate the added value provided by MM5 to the climatology developed by ECHO-G for a reference period. For this purpose we use a simulation driven by meteorological reanalysis. In Sect. 4 we summarise the main features of the whole simulation, focusing on the differences between both models, and also compare the simulation with several proxy-based reconstructions for the area of study. Discussions and conclusions are given in Sect. 5.

2 Description of simulations, data employed and methodology

For this study we have performed two simulations using different sets of driving conditions for a climate version of the regional model MM5. The first experiment (hereafter referred to as ERA40 + MM5) is driven by ERA40 reanalysis (Uppala et al., 2005) for the period 1961–1990. Jerez et al. (2010) have already shown that this simulation is capable of reproducing realistically the main features of the climate in the IP, in particular considering temperature. The second experiment (hereafter referred to as ECHO-G + MM5) has been driven by the global model ECHO-G, and covers the last millennium almost entirely (1001–1990). We use the climate simulated in the first experiment, together with an observational data base, to benchmark the skill of the regional model to reproduce the present climate when it is conducted by ECHO-G.

The ECHO-G global model driving the long RCM paleosimulation consists of the spectral atmospheric model ECHAM4 coupled to the ocean model HOPE-G (Legutke and Voss, 1999). The model ECHAM4 was used with a horizontal resolution T30 (∼3.75° × 3.75°) and 19 vertical levels. The horizontal resolution of the ocean model is approximately 2.8° × 2.8°, with a grid refinement in the tropical regions and 20 vertical
levels. A flux adjustment constant in time and with zero spatial average was applied to avoid climate drift. The model was driven by estimations of three independent sources of external forcings: greenhouse gases (GHGs) concentrations in the atmosphere, total solar irradiance (TSI) and an estimation of the global radiative forcing of stratospheric volcanic aerosols. The last two effects are included through the introduction of variations in an effective solar constant. A full description of this simulation and their external forcings can be found in Zorita et al. (2005) and references herein.

The evolution of these forcings is depicted in the Fig. 1. The orange line represents the reconstruction employed for the variability of the TSI. Black lines show the estimated reduction in solar irradiance at the top of the atmosphere caused by volcanic eruptions. The sum of both lines is the effective solar constant, which is implemented in the model to take into account both sources of external forcing. There is a series of maxima and minima in the TSI of which three minima around 1440, 1700 and 1810 stand out. These minima drive three respective minima in the global near surface-air temperature (SAT) (see Fig. 10), which match known cold periods in the past, as further explained below. Finally, green, blue and grey lines represent the evolution of nitrogen dioxide, carbon dioxide and methane, respectively. GHGs concentrations show a relatively constant value until 1850, roughly when the industrial period begins. Since then, both GHGs concentrations increase globally until the end of the simulated period in 1990. The models, AOGCM and RCM, have been driven by identical external forcings to avoid physical inconsistencies.

The regional climate model used for the present study is a climate version of the fifth-generation Pennsylvania-State University-National Center for Atmospheric Research Mesoscale Model (Dudhia, 1993; Grell et al., 1994; Montávez et al., 2006; Gómez-Navarro et al., 2010). Figure 2 depicts the spatial resolution implemented in the AOGCM (up) together with the two two-way nested domains with a resolution of 90 km and 30 km respectively employed in the RCM simulation (down). The outer domain (D1) covers Europe and the Mediterranean Sea since this area strongly influences the climate of the eastern part of the Iberian Peninsula (Font-Tullot, 2000). The inner
domain (D2) covers the IP with higher resolution. The atmosphere is represented by 24 sigma levels in the vertical, with the top level at 100 hPa. The boundary conditions of the model ECHO-G are introduced into the outer domain of the RCM through a blending area of five grid points at the fringes of the outer domain, shown in grey squares in Fig. 2. This area is excluded from the analysis hereafter.

The physics configuration in the RCM has been chosen in order to minimise the computational cost, since none of the tested configurations provides the best performance for all kinds of synoptic events and regions (Fernandez et al., 2007). The physical options implemented here are: Grell cumulus parametrisation (Grell, 1993), Simple Ice for microphysics (Dudhia, 1989), RRTM radiation scheme (Mlawer et al., 1997) and MRF for boundary layer (Hong and Pan, 1996). The Noah Land-Surface model (Chen and Dudhia, 2001a,b) has been used, as it simulates more accurately the climate in dry areas, specially in summer over most of the IP (Jerez et al., 2010). Boundary conditions for D1 are updated every 6 h in the ERA40 + MM5 experiment, and every 12 h in the ECHO-G + MM5 simulation.

In order to illustrate the added value provided by the model MM5, we compare the seasonal mean values of SAT and precipitation in a reference period (1961–1990) in the four data sets (ECHO-G, ERA40, ECHO-G + MM5 and ERA40 + MM5) with the European Climate Assessment and Observations database (ECA) (Haylock et al., 2008). The ECA data set is a reconstruction of the evolution of SAT and precipitation for the recent past (1950–2006). It is the result of an interpolation of observational data to a high resolution regular grid that homogeneously covers Europe over land grid points. This data set is commonly used for model validation purposes in large projects such as ENSEMBLES (Jacob et al., 2007).

This comparison has been performed by means of Taylor diagrams (Taylor, 2001). These depict, in a polar coordinates graph, the correlation and variability ratio of two series. However, instead of showing correlation and variability of two temporal series, as the usual approach, the Taylor diagrams we show here represent the spatial correlation and standard deviation ratio of two gridded spatial fields. To make all data sets...
comparable, the data of the four simulations have been spatially interpolated to the ECA grid, which is a $0.25^\circ \times 0.25^\circ$ regular grid, resulting in a total of 1209 grid cells over the IP after removing the ocean grids.

In order to further evaluate similarities between the ECHO-G + MM5 and ERA40 + MM5 simulations, we have performed an Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis to the seasonal series of SAT and precipitation. This methodology reduces the high dimensionality of these fields decomposing them into spatial patterns (EOFs) and associated principal components (PCs) (von Storch and Zwiers, 2007). By comparing the EOFs of both simulations we can get some insight about the differences and similarities of their spatial correlation structure.

Finally, some preliminary comparisons against proxy-based climatic reconstructions have been performed. We have employed the SAT reconstruction by Luterbacher et al. (2004) and the precipitation reconstruction by Pauling et al. (2006). Both data sets consist on monthly and seasonal series in a $0.5^\circ \times 0.5^\circ$ regular grid over Europe. They are based on a large variety of long instrumental series, indices based on historical documentary evidence and natural proxies. These reconstructions have been performed with a Climate Field Reconstruction method. The reconstruction method is based on principal components (PC) regression, by which a multivariate statistical regression model is set up between the leading Principal Components of a gridded observational data set and the available proxy records. This statistical model is then used to reconstruct the temperature or precipitation Principal Components backwards in time and, by combining the reconstructed PCs with the spatial eigenvectors, the whole spatial field.

3 Added value by the RCM

This section aims to show the added value by the RCM with respect to the AOGCM simulation. We compare the climatologies generated by MM5 when this regional model is driven by ECHO-G and ERA40 in a 30-yr reference period (1961–1990). Jerez et al.
Illustrated how the downscaling of ERA40 performed with MM5 is capable to reproduce the main features of the SAT of the IP, but no equivalent study has been performed for precipitation so far. For this reason we have also compared the results of the simulations with the ECA data base, which contains information about SAT and precipitation and it is commonly used for validation purposes.

### 3.1 Mean values

Figure 3 shows the mean value of the seasonal SAT for the reference period for all data sets. Each column depicts the result for each of the four models and the observational data set in this order: ECHO-G, ERA40, ECHO-G + MM5, ERA40 + MM5 and ECA. Each row represents the mean climatology broken down by season. The large difference between ECHO-G and ERA40 (first and second columns, respectively) is noticeable. This difference is attributable to their different spatial resolution (coarser in ECHO-G), but also to the fact that the reanalysis data incorporates the information from observations of the actual climate (Uppala et al., 2005). For this reason, ERA40 can be considered, in general, a more reliable realisation of the recent past. Comparing both data sets, ECHO-G tends to develop too cold summers and too warm winters, leading to an underestimation of the amplitude of the annual cycle. Furthermore the spatial resolution of ECHO-G does not permit to capture the orography of the IP (see Fig. 2a). In particular, the model is not capable of representing realistically some characteristic of the south of the IP, since it is defined as ocean grid-cells.

On the other hand, columns 3 and 4 in Fig. 2 show the result of nesting MM5 into the former data sets. The similarities between these simulations are noticeable, and are also similar to the observations depicted in column 5. The resolution of MM5 is able to take into account the main geographical characteristics of the IP, as can be noticed by the cold areas in both columns, which correspond quite well with the higher altitude regions (see Fig. 2b). Important differences still remain, such as an underestimation of the SAT in the southwestern parts of the IP in summer, and an overestimation of winter SAT in the central region. This underestimation of the amplitude of the annual cycle...
seems to be predetermined by the driving AOGCM. Hence, although MM5 ameliorates this deficiency, it is not able to correct it completely.

A similar picture is found for precipitation (Fig. 4). ECHO-G and ERA40 develop different rainfall patterns (see columns 1 and 2). In general, ECHO-G underestimates the amount of precipitation, more notably in the wettest parts of the IP in the North. This underestimation is stronger in winter and spring. The differences may be due to the coarser resolution of ECHO-G, which fails to discriminate between land and sea points at regional scale, but also to differences in the local and global circulation, as further commented below. As in the case of SAT, MM5 tends to narrow these differences, as can be appreciated in columns 3 and 4. In the case of precipitation there are nevertheless larger differences between the regional simulations. The main one is the overestimation of the precipitation in the Northwest of the IP in winter and autumn. Precipitation is underestimated in the south in warmer seasons.

An important aspect to take into account in the former comparisons is the fact the ECHO-G model does not include assimilation of observations. Due to the internal random variability of the AOGCM, some of the main circulation modes in the model may not be simultaneous with those observed in the actual climate. In the ERA40 reanalysis this temporal evolution should in theory match the observed one, since it does include observational data assimilation. Thus, some of the differences in the ECHO-G + MM5 and ERA40 + MM5 simulations in the 30-yr period we have used as reference could be attributable directly to this cause, which is independent of the skill of the regional model. In particular, the precipitation in the IP is known to be strongly influenced by the NAO (Trigo et al., 2004), so differences in the state of this circulation mode in the reference period may explain part of the bias in the amounts of precipitation.

The improvement achieved by MM5 can be visualised in the Taylor diagrams (Fig. 5). In these diagrams we compare, by season, the performance of the four models when reproducing the mean SAT and precipitation in the reference period compared to the ECA data base. In particular each triangle in the figure depicts in polar coordinates the spatial correlation (angle) and standard deviation ratio (radius) between SAT mean
values of each experiment and ECA. Similarly, each diamond represents the same calculation for precipitation. Climatologies of the four experiments have been previously interpolated to the ECA grid to perform the calculations. ECHO-G underestimates SAT spatial variability in all seasons, as expected due to its coarse resolution. ERA40 performs better in this respect, although it is still not able to represent the many variations in the climate over the IP. When the RCM is driven by both data sets, it simulates a very similar variability, which is also close to the observed. Although this may be partly due to the similar spatial resolution of both, the RCM simulations and the ECA data base, it is evident that the use of MM5 improves the simulations. Regarding the correlation, MM5 simulates a SAT pattern in both experiments which correlates by 0.95 with the observed one for each season, further highlighting the added value of the regional model. For precipitation we find a more complex behaviour. As before, ECHO-G systematically underestimates the spatial variability due the its coarse resolution. The correlation with the observations is high in summer because it is able to reproduce the observed north-south pattern, but in other seasons it is very low. MM5 is able to improve both aspects, and the correlation between precipitation with observations is over 0.8 for all seasons. Correlation between precipitation in ERA40 and ECA is high in general, and thus MM5 is not able to improve this aspect very much. ERA40 + MM5 shows, in general, lower spatial variability than ERA40, in some cases narrowing the differences between model and observations and in some others increasing them.

Summarising Figs. 3 to 5, MM5 is able to improve several aspects of the present climate simulated by ECHO-G. On one hand, it increases the amplitude of the SAT annual cycle, which is underestimated by the AOGCM. The seasonal mean values of precipitation and SAT are strongly modulated due to the higher spatial resolution. The RCM narrows the differences between the climatological values of SAT and precipitation in ECHO-G and ERA40, which become very similar to the observations, as indicated by the Taylor diagrams. This points to a better characterisation of the climate over the IP in the reference period when the outputs of ECHO-G are used to drive MM5.
As indicated above, the main drawbacks in the climatologies of the ECHO-G + MM5 simulation with respect to ERA40 + MM5 are the underestimation of the amplitude of annual cycle of temperature and the overestimation of the winter precipitation in the northwest. Besides the problems with the internal variability of the AOGCM in the reference period commented above, both biases could be explained by an overestimation of the zonal circulation in the atmospheric model ECHAM4, a feature common in many global climate models. In winter, the extra warm and wet oceanic wind is conductive of warmer temperatures to the IP, whereas in summer it tends to cool it. This explanation is supported by Demuzere et al. (2009), who have shown that the model ECHAM5, the follow-up model version of ECHAM4 used in the present work, tends to develop a zonal circulation stronger than observed.

3.2 Variability

We have also examined the effect of MM5 on the simulated variability of SAT and precipitation. The standard deviations of the seasonal mean series of SAT are shown in Fig. 6. As in Figs. 3 and 4, columns 1 and 2 show the results for ECHO-G and ERA40. The main difference between these patterns is the strong underestimation of the variability in winter and autumn in ECHO-G. Nevertheless, the underestimation is not constant through the four seasons, and in fact the variability in some areas of the north of the IP in summer and spring is overestimated with respect to ERA40. The corresponding simulations when MM5 is coupled to both data sets are shown in columns 3 and 4 of the same figure, and column 5 depicts the same data for the ECA database. ECHO-G + MM5 systematically underestimates the SAT variability with respect to ERA40 + MM5, and there are large differences in their spatial structure, the mismatch being more noticeable in spring. Nevertheless the RCM is able to correct some of the main deficiencies of ECHO-G. For instance, it increases the variability in autumn and winter, and decreases it in the North in summer, making the structure of the SAT variability more similar to the observations. Thus, the effect of MM5 is to
correct ECHO-G by increasing and decreasing variability, depending on the season and area, but in all cases narrowing differences between ECHO-G and ERA40, and reducing differences with respect to ECA.

Figure 7 depicts the same information regarding the variability of the seasonal mean precipitation. As it could be expected, the wettest areas show a larger variability in every experiment. It is apparent that ECHO-G strongly underestimates the precipitation variability in all seasons, more noticeably in summer (see columns 1 and 2). MM5 corrects some of these differences, increasing the variability in many areas. In particular, the pattern of precipitation variability is very similar in ECHO-G + MM5 and ERA40 + MM5 (see columns 3 and 4), although there exists some underestimation of the precipitation variability in the Northwest of the IP in the ECHO-G + MM5 experiment, mainly in the wettest areas. This contrasts with the fact that this simulation develops stronger precipitation amounts than ERA40 + MM5 (Fig. 4). These larger precipitations, together with their less variability, may be attributable to deficiencies in ECHO-G in reproducing the weather types that affect the climate over the IP, as well as a differences due to internal variability.

Summarising, ECHO-G tends to underestimate the regional variability of SAT and precipitation over the IP in the reference period respect to ERA40. MM5 is able to correct this drawback, with a general increase of variability. Furthermore it also corrects the overestimation of SAT variability in the North of the IP in summer. The improvements introduced by the downscaling process may have an important impact in inter comparison exercises between proxy reconstruction and simulations, since the former are strongly influenced by local climate features, which are better reproduced by the RCM. For instance, there are areas with great potential for proxy studies, such as the Pyrenees, and other mountain ranges in the southeast of the peninsula, in which MM5 clearly outperforms ECHO-G. Hence, comparison studies between ECHO-G + MM5 and reconstructions offer better reliability than between those and the AOGCM alone.
3.3 Main variability modes

Finally, we have investigated the coherence of the covariance structure in the regional experiments driven by ECHO-G and ERA40 by means of an Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis. This technique has been applied to the seasonal series of SAT and precipitation in the period 1961–1990 only over land grid points. It is important to note that the spatial patterns in the figures below are dimensionless, as they have been normalised to unit spatial variance. Hence, comparing the patterns does not indicate the amplitude of variability in each experiment, but only the relative spatial distribution of the correlation among the grid-cells. The comparison of the actual variability of both simulations has been presented in Figs. 6 and 7.

Figure 8 depicts the first three EOF patterns of SAT. The order of the maps is as follows: columns 1 and 2 show the first EOF for ECHO-G + MM5 and ERA40 + MM5, respectively. The second EOF for ECHO-G + MM5 and ERA40 + MM5 are shown in columns 3 and 4. Finally, the third EOF is shown in columns 5 and 6. Different rows represent the values per seasons, going from spring (first row) to winter (last row). The percentage of variance explained by each EOF is shown in Table 1. In both experiments and all seasons the percentage of variance explained by the first EOF is higher than 75%. The associated patterns present the same sign over the IP, and their shape is similar in both simulations. In summer, the form of the patterns seems to be related to the distance to the ocean, whereas in autumn they are rather correlated to altitude. It is interesting to note that a similar annual cycle in the variability patterns has been found in an ensemble of climate change projections (Gómez-Navarro et al., 2010). There are nevertheless important differences between simulations. In winter ECHO-G + MM5 develops a north-south pattern which does not match the west-east pattern found in ERA40 + MM5 very well. The second and third EOFs explain much less percentage of variance in all cases, with similar amounts in both simulations. This supports the similarities between both simulations. The overall form of these patterns is in this case very similar. The largest differences are found in the third EOF patterns for
winter, although the percentage of variance explained by these patterns is only around 3%.

Figure 9 depicts the EOF patterns for precipitation. Table 2 shows the percentage of variance explained by each pattern. The percentage of variance explained by first EOF is in this case lower. An apparent exception occurs in winter, for which the EOF explains a high percentage of variance, coherently in both experiments. Regarding the spatial structure of the leading EOF, it is pretty similar in both simulations, being more marked in the wettest areas, which are the north-west in coldest seasons and the higher altitude areas in the north-east of the IP in summer. There are nevertheless important differences in spring, and in autumn. ECHO-G + MM5 tends to overestimate the intensity of the EOF pattern in the north-west, developing a pattern similar to that for winter. This difference could be explained again by the overestimation of the zonal circulation in ECHO-G. This stronger flow of humid air forces the RCM to simulate precipitation events in autumn that are not present when the RCM is driven by ERA40. This may point to an unrealistic frequency of certain weather types in the ECHO-G simulation, which leads to a misrepresentation of the precipitation variability in ECHO-G + MM5 in the warmer seasons, and can also affect the SAT field. The second and third EOF are more relevant in this case, as they explain an important percentage of variance. Their patterns are shown in columns 3 to 6. There exists overall a good agreement between the two simulations. The largest differences occur in summer, as ERA40 + MM5 tends to develop a more pronounced pattern in the high-altitude areas, as corresponds to a system weakly forced by advective flow. It is interesting to note that in autumn the ordering of the second and third EOF seem to be swapped in both experiments. This is not surprising since the percentage of variance explained by these two EOFs for ERA40 + MM5 is pretty similar, 13.42 and 13.30, respectively (see Table 2).

Overall, there is a relative good agreement between the EOF patterns in both experiments. In particular the EOF patterns varies coherently through the seasons and along the EOF hierarchy. The SAT patterns obey to an annual cycle similar to the one
found previously in an ensemble of climate change projections (Gómez-Navarro et al., 2010). Regarding precipitation, there is a good agreement in winter, although several differences appear in summer, linked to the overestimation of the zonal flow. Hence, not only mean values and variability are similar between the climatologies developed by MM5 when coupled to ECHO-G and ERA40, but also the main variability modes are quite similar (with some deficiencies). This supports the idea that the dynamic downscaling of ECHO-G simulation is able to capture the main features of the present climate of the IP. Thus, it can be expected that the RCM will also be able to reproduce the actual features of past climates. It is important to highlight that the dynamic downscaling process is able to display spatial gradients at regional scale that the AOGCM can not. For instance, precipitation in the Northwest of the IP is dominated by the zonal flow from the Atlantic Ocean, whereas its effect in the south-eastern areas is weaker. These details, which are due to regional features and are implicitly included in the proxy reconstructions, can barely be simulated by a coarse resolution AOGCM.

4 Climate in the last 1000 yr in the IP

In the former section we evaluated the added value of the RCM simulation and illustrated how the dynamic downscaling process is able to narrow the differences between ECHO-G and ERA40 for a reference period. In this section we highlight the main features of the simulation performed with MM5 coupled to ECHO-G for the 1001–1990 period. We also perform some comparison with proxy-based reconstructions.

4.1 AOGCM versus RCM simulation

Figure 10 gives an overall idea of the path of the simulation. Upper panels represent the 31-yr running mean of the SAT anomalies for winter and summer with respect to the period 1900–1990. Red lines correspond to ECHO-G and blue lines to ECHO-G + MM5.
The series are averaged over an area which covers the entire IP, including ocean grid-cells. The middle panel represent the same information but regarding the precipitation anomaly for the Northwest of the IP, meanwhile the lower panel refers to the evolution of the precipitation in the Southeast. We split the precipitation series into two areas because the precipitation regime and amount is quite different between them, as shown in Fig. 4. However SAT evolution is not so heterogeneous, so we consider just the simple average. We include ocean grid-cells to be consistent in the figure, since ECHO-G does not include any land grid-cell in the southeastern area. In this figure, the high correlation between the variations in both simulations for all seasons is apparent, and is not surprising since the AOGCM drives the RCM simulation. There are nevertheless some differences which will be commented below. In general, discrepancies in the simulations should not be sought in the domain averaged series, but in their high resolution spatial structure, as illustrated later.

In the SAT series (upper panels of Fig. 10), we may identify a warm initial condition, followed by a cold period which roughly covers 1200–1850, and ends with a warm trend which continues until the end of the simulations. These warm/cold periods match well with respective historical periods that are relatively well documented in other parts of the world and commonly denominated as the Medieval Warm Period and the Little Ice Age. The final warming trend from roughly 1850 to the end of the simulation is simultaneous with the rise of the concentration of GHGs as prescribed in the model run (Fig. 1). The RCM tends to follow ECHO-G more weakly in summer, as we can clearly identify around 1120, 1410 or 1740 in this season.

Looking at higher frequency variability, several marked minima in the SAT anomalies can be identified around the periods 1420–1440, 1600–1620, 1675–1710 and 1810–1830, in general more noticeably in summer. Some of these cold periods match fairly well known historical periods, like the Spörer Minimum (1420–1440), the Maunder Minimum (1675–1710) and the Dalton Minimum (1810–1830), respectively. Furthermore, they seem to be directly driven by variations in the external forcing (Fig. 1). However, the model simulates a cold period around 1620 that, is not by driven by any of the
external forcings. This aspect will be further commented in the final discussion on the context of internal variability of climate models. Interestingly, there are some minima that can be identified in all seasons, such as the Spörer minimum, whereas others, like the Maunder minimum, can hardly been identified in winter. This implies that the amplitude of the annual cycle is strongly reduced in the Maunder minimum, but not in other cold periods, and this suggests that the physical mechanism under different cold periods could be very different.

Precipitation series show in general larger differences between simulations. As in the case of SAT, this is specially noticeable in summer. The reason for this is that meanwhile winter precipitation in the IP is dominated by large scale systems (see the next section), and hence driven by the boundary conditions in the RCM, summer precipitation in the IP tends to be convective. As illustrated by Fernandez et al. (2007), the effect of the higher spatial resolution and the different physical parametrisation of both models plays an important role in this precipitation regime, and thus explains the larger differences in summer. There are also important differences between the north west and the south east of the IP, one of the most important being the large difference in the variability of the series (which is linked to the amount of precipitation). It is not so easy to identify in these series the low frequency signal of the Little Ice Age, but there exists an overall negative relationship with the SAT series, like a strong winter precipitation maximum around the Maunder Minimum and the opposite trends of both variables in summer the last century. The temporal correlation of the 31-yr running mean series of SAT and precipitation, both averaged over the whole IP, is \(-0.16\) in winter and \(-0.83\) in summer. Using a bootstrap method, the confidence interval for the correlation at the 95% level was found to be \(\pm 0.39\) and \(\pm 0.50\) for both seasons, respectively. Hence, although the winter anti correlation between precipitation and SAT can be due to chance, the summer case seems to be significant. In fact, the relationship between drier and warmer conditions in the dry season has been reported in several climate change projections for the 21th century in the Mediterranean area (Giorgi and Bi, 2005), so our findings are coherent with these results, and reinforce...
some conclusions of these studies in a past climate context. In winter this relationship is weaker due to the positive tendency of both, the precipitation and SAT.

As commented above, differences in the climatologies developed by the RCM and the AOGCM simulations are found at regional scales. For illustration, Fig. 11 depicts the summer and winter SAT anomalies in the Maunder minimum with respect to the 1900–1990 period as simulated by ECHO-G (left) and ECHO-G + MM5 (centre) and reconstructed by Luterbacher et al. (2004) (right). In this section we focus on the differences between the AOGCM and the RCM. Although it is shown in the figure, comparison with proxy-based reconstructions is performed in the next section. The spatial average of the anomalies in both simulations is similar, as can be appreciated in Fig. 10. Furthermore, anomalies are overall larger in summer than in winter in both simulations. However, the spatial distribution of the coldest areas is different. In the ECHO-G simulation they are located outside of the IP, decreasing to the southeast towards the Mediterranean Sea. The spatial structure of the anomalies is similar in both seasons. In the RCM simulation the coldest areas are rather located in the centre of the peninsula in summer, and in the higher areas in winter. It is interesting to note that similar spatial patterns, with the same seasonal cycle, were found for the warming patterns in regional climate change projections for the same area (Gómez-Navarro et al., 2010). Differences between models could be related to the coarse topography implemented in the AOGCM, as the south half part of the IP is defined as ocean, as can be seen in Fig. 2. Similar differences are apparent for the rest of seasons and for the other cold periods (not shown).

Similarly, Fig. 12 shows the same information that Fig. 11 but regarding precipitation anomalies: winter and summer anomalies in the Maunder minimum for ECHO-G, ECHO-G + MM5 and reconstructed by Pauling et al. (2006). ECHO-G simulates a homogeneous increase in precipitation about 20% for most of the IP in summer, and slightly higher in the West of the IP in winter. However, although the RCM also simulates an averaged increase of precipitation in both seasons (see Fig. 10), its shape is very different. In fact, the high resolution model simulates a strong increase in...
precipitation in some areas of the Southwest of the IP. However, there are some areas in the Southeast where there is no increase of precipitation. This behaviour is inverted in autumn for the same period, where a strong increase of precipitation is observed in the Southeast in the MM5 simulation which is not present in ECHO-G (not shown).

The differences in the shape of anomalies of SAT and precipitation in both simulations are partly due to the higher spatial resolution of the RCM, which allows it to develop a more realistic local dynamic. There is also an important contribution attributable to the more complete parametrisation of the sub-grid physical processes, which strongly modulates the simulation of precipitation. Finally, there is a component of internal variability due to the RCM itself, which may affect noticeably the evolution of the precipitation. These regional differences further illustrate how the RCM, although driven by the AOGCM, is able to develop quite different climatologies at local scales. This may impact the inter comparisons between proxy-based reconstructions and model simulations, as the AOGCMs are not able to simulate local circulations which strongly modulate observed climate in a given area.

4.2 Comparison with proxy-based reconstructions

Figure 13 shows the evolution of the anomalies in SAT (upper panel), northwest precipitation (middle panel) and southeast precipitation (lower panel) for the ECHO-G + MM5 simulation (blue line) and the corresponding reconstructions of SAT (Luterbacher et al., 2004) and precipitation (Pauling et al., 2006). As in the Fig. 10, the anomalies are calculated with respect to the period 1900–1990, but in this case ocean grid-cells of the model have not been considered to be coherent with the reconstructions. SAT winter series show similar variability in the model and the reconstruction. There is also a clear positive trend at the end of the period in both series, although in the model it begins around 50 yr earlier. In summer, reconstructions show less variability than the model, although the final trends are similar. The main difference is that, in both seasons, the model is between 0.5 and 1 K colder than the reconstructions. Overall, the agreement
between model and reconstructions in the cold periods is not good. In the columns 2 and 3 of Fig. 11 we compare the winter and summer SAT anomalies for the Maunder minimum. The reconstruction does not present the strong cold anomaly in summer SAT simulated by both models. There is a better agreement in winter in the intensity of the coldness, although the spatial structure of the anomaly is very different.

Precipitation tends to be overestimated by the model in both season in the north-west (see series in the middle panel in Fig. 13). Variability of winter series precipitation for the model and the reconstruction is similar for both the wet and dry areas of the IP. There is also a good agreement in the upward final trend. Summer precipitation variability is nevertheless overestimated by the model in the wet area and under-estimated in the dry area. Correlation between the model and the reconstruction is rather low. In columns 2 and 3 of Fig. 12 we compare the winter and summer precipitation anomalies for the Maunder minimum (1671–1700). The spatial structure of precipitation anomalies do not agree and the average value is also quite different. In particular, the reconstruction shows a strong decrease of precipitation in the south in summer that is opposite to the result obtained with the model.

We have explored the causes of the positive anomalies in precipitation in this period. The NAO is a well known variability pattern in the sea level pressure (SLP) field that affects the climate of the North Atlantic-European sector. It is usually defined for winter, when its effects are more apparent. However, its summer counterpart has also been found to influence the summer climate in this area (Folland et al., 2009). To ensure that the relationship between the NAO and the precipitation over the IP is robust in the observed climate, we have calculated the correlation between the average precipitation in the IP and SLP in the period 1950–2000. To perform these calculations we have used the ECA data base of precipitation over the IP (Haylock et al., 2008) and the NCEP reanalysis (Kalnay et al., 1996) for SLP. The correlation map for winter has a dipolar structure that is very similar to the NAO pattern defined as the leading EOF pattern of the SLP field defines the NAO (not shown). The correlation pattern shows that over the IP the (negative) correlation between SLP and precipitation is below –0.8.
illustrating the strong influence of NAO in the winter precipitation over the IP, which has been previously pointed out by Trigo et al. (2004). The correlations pattern changes in summer, and it is similar to the summer NAO described by Folland et al. (2009) (not shown). Although the sensitivity of summer precipitation over the IP to variations of SLP is weaker than in winter, the correlation is $-0.4$ for the wettest areas in the northwest. Thus, the NAO variations play an important role in the precipitation of the IP.

We have investigated the link between the NAO variations and the precipitation within the models. The NAO index for each season is defined here as the standardised series of the principal component associated to the leading EOF of the mean SLP in the corresponding season in an area from $70^\circ W$ to $50^\circ E$ and from $20^\circ N$ to $75^\circ N$. We have calculated the index using the data simulated by the AOGCM, since the former area lies outside our regional simulation. Figure 14 depicts the precipitation anomaly series for the IP domain together with the corresponding NAO index for winter and summer. In winter (upper panel) the Maunder minimum is characterised by the positive anomaly in precipitation indicated above. It can now be linked to the strong minimum in the NAO index. A similar behaviour can be found around the Dalton minimum. In fact, there is a clear anti-correlation between both series. In summer (bottom panel) this anti-correlation is less apparent, although it exists in the Maunder minimum, with its maximum precipitation (minimum summer NAO) around 1690. It is important to note that a complementary explanation for the positive anomalies in this period in the summer precipitation is the higher winter precipitation due to a weaker winter NAO, since precipitation in both seasons can be related through the larger moisture content of the soil.

Hence, according to the Fig. 14, the model reproduces the observed relationship between the NAO and the precipitation over the IP. In particular, the positive precipitation anomaly in the Maunder minimum seems to be driven by a weaker NAO phase within the model. This gives us an opportunity to test the precipitation reconstructions over the IP against independent reconstructions of the NAO index. The argument is
as follows: we should not expect in principle a good temporal agreement between the NAO index in the model and in the reconstructions, since this circulation mode is strongly dominated by random internal variability. Nevertheless the model is complex enough to simulate realistically the physical mechanism which link the evolution of NAO and precipitation in the IP. Thus, if the NAO evolution in a given period in the model is, by chance, in phase with the evolution of the actual climate, the precipitation pattern developed by the model in that period would be a reliable version of the precipitation in the actual climate, and then it can be compared with precipitation reconstructions to check if they are consistent. Trouet et al. (2009) have performed a reconstruction of the NAO index for a 947 yr period which largely overlaps with the present simulation. Their reconstruction (shown in green in the Fig. 14) is characterised by a strong NAO phase in the Medieval Climate Anomaly (roughly from 1100 to 1400) followed by a weakening during the Little Ice Age. Between the Maunder and Dalton minima this NAO reconstruction depicts its lower value, and hence qualitatively supports the idea of a weaker NAO in the cold periods which would be responsible of an increment in the precipitation rates in the IP in this period, enforcing the results of the simulation rather than the Pauling et al. (2006) precipitation reconstruction. A possible explanation for the differences between the model and the precipitation reconstructions is the lack of a considerable number of proxies available over the IP that were used for this reconstruction.

5 Summary and conclusions

The high spatial resolution simulation described in the previous sections represents an added value to previous paleosimulation performed with ECHO-G (Zorita et al., 2005, and references herein). By means of a comparison with a dynamic downscaling performed with reanalysis data, MM5 was shown to be able to improve significantly the skill of ECHO-G when reproducing the observed climate in the IP in the 1961–1990 period. In particular, differences between climate developed in ERA40 and ECHO-G
are larger than those for the corresponding regionalized data sets. Thus, the RCM narrows the differences between these two simulations. Furthermore, MM5 is able also to narrow differences between the climate developed by ECHO-G and the ECA database. This supports the idea that the regionalization of a AOGCM paleosimulation may improve the quality of this model-based reconstructions at regional scales. These improvements regard the modification of the seasonal variability, which is modified by MM5 in the sense of make it more similar to observations in the reference period. Nevertheless there are some differences in the simulations with respect to the observations in the reference period which are attributable to the inherent internal variability of the model, thus difficulting the assessing of the skill of the model.

External forcings seem to have an important role in the simulation. There is a series of minima and maxima in the TSI which drive corresponding cold/warm periods, and match with several known historical periods. In particular, the models are able to simulate the Little Ice Age and the Medieval Optimum as a direct response to radiation forcing. On the other hand, in the last 150 yr of the 20th century there is an increase of the temperature, which seems to be linked to the continuous rise of GHGs concentrations characteristic of the industrial period. There are nevertheless some cold minima that can not be explained by the external forcings, for instance in the period 1600–1620. This minimum seems to be caused by the internal characteristic variability of the AOGCM. If this is the case, this introduces an important uncertainty factor, since the amplitude of the internal variability could in principle even explain all the simulated minimum at this regional scales. This amplitude can be better estimated by an ensemble of simulations using different AOGCMs, or even using the same AOGCM with different initial conditions. This aspect will be further explored in future studies.

Although domain-averaged values of SAT and precipitation in the RCM simulation are very similar to those for the AOGCM in the same area, some important differences appear at regional scales. These can be found in the shape and intensity of SAT and precipitation anomaly patterns. Regarding precipitation, MM5 simulates an anomaly pattern which is qualitatively different to the one simulated by ECHO-G for
the Maunder minimum. The improvement achieved by the regionalization can be attributable to the higher spatial resolution and more complete physical parametrization of sub-grid processes. The differences introduced by the RCM may have an important impact in the inter comparison exercises between proxy-based reconstructions and model simulations.

We have compared the results of the model simulation with the SAT and precipitation reconstruction of Luterbacher et al. (2004) and Pauling et al. (2006) over the Iberian Peninsula, respectively. The model results tend to be colder than the reconstruction, more noticeably in the Little Ice Age. Winter SAT variability is similar, but in summer the reconstruction depicts less variability. There is a relatively good agreement in the final trend in the 20th century. Precipitation series show similar variability in the model and in the reconstructions, although the correlation between both is low. In particular the reconstruction does not seem to reproduce the positive anomaly in precipitation simulated by the model in the past centuries. The comparison with a recent NAO reconstruction (Trouet et al., 2009) seems to support the results of the model, and thus differences between both results could be attributable to the few quality proxies over the IP employed in the reconstruction. This disagreement between reconstructed and simulated precipitation is important because it can be carried further to place confidence in the simulations of future climate in the Iberian Peninsula and the Mediterranean region in general. Climate projections indicate a strong decrease of precipitation in this region (Giorgi and Bi, 2005) with a high level of agreement across the suite of IPCC models (IPCC, 2007). The ECHO-G model, also included in the IPCC suite, also simulates strong decreases of winter precipitation in the future under increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases. If the sign of the simulated precipitation changes disagrees with that of the reconstructions, the confidence placed on the future projections at regional scales would be compromised.

As future work, further intercomparisons between the RCM simulation and newer proxy data reconstructions that are being developed at this moment in the IP will be performed in order to validate more aspects of the simulation. On the other hand, more
Simulations will be carried out using different AOGCM simulations. The aim of these ensemble of simulations is to evaluate the importance of the internal variability of the AOGCM driving the simulation, and trying to separate its effect from the impact of the external forcings.
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Table 1. Percentage of variance explained by each EOF of the seasonal mean series of SAT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EOF1</th>
<th>EOF2</th>
<th>EOF3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ECHO-G + MM5</td>
<td>ERA40 + MM5</td>
<td>ECHO-G + MM5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAM</td>
<td>82.06</td>
<td>76.18</td>
<td>7.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JJA</td>
<td>79.68</td>
<td>79.73</td>
<td>10.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SON</td>
<td>82.95</td>
<td>80.14</td>
<td>7.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJF</td>
<td>79.21</td>
<td>88.56</td>
<td>7.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Percentage of variance explained by each EOF of the seasonal mean series of precipitation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EOF1</th>
<th>EOF2</th>
<th>EOF3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ECHO-G + MM5</td>
<td>ERA40 + MM5</td>
<td>ECHO-G + MM5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAM</td>
<td>45.70</td>
<td>40.27</td>
<td>18.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JJA</td>
<td>34.61</td>
<td>36.87</td>
<td>16.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SON</td>
<td>49.82</td>
<td>39.50</td>
<td>13.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJF</td>
<td>74.07</td>
<td>69.65</td>
<td>8.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1. Reconstruction of the forcings for the last millennium employed in the simulations. Orange line is the reconstruction of the total solar irradiance. Black line shows the estimated reduction in the effective short wave radiative balance in the top of the atmosphere due to big volcano events. Blue, green and grey lines show the evolution in the concentration of CO₂, NO₂ and CH₄, respectively.
Fig. 2. Land-sea mask and orography of the AOGCM simulation (up) and spatial configuration of the two 2-way nested domains of 90 and 30 km respectively used in the RCM simulation (down). The colour of the squares in both figures represent the topography implemented in the models. Only the area inside the grey square in the domain 2 is analysed hereafter.
Fig. 3. Mean value of SAT (in °C) in the period 1961–1990 for ECHO-G, ERA40, and MM5 nested to both (by columns) in all the seasons (by rows). All fields have been interpolated to a 7 min regular grid to ease the visual comparison.
Fig. 4. Mean value of monthly precipitation (in mm/month) in the period 1961–1990 for ECHO-G, ERA40, and MM5 nested to both (by columns) in all the seasons (by rows). All fields have been interpolated to a 7 min regular grid to ease the visual comparison.
Fig. 5. Taylor diagrams of the spatial structure of the mean SAT and precipitation in the reference period. Triangles represent the correlation and variance ratio between the SAT seasonal mean values obtained by the models against the values of the ECA database. Diamonds depict the same information regarding precipitation. Empty symbols represent the driving data, meanwhile filled ones represent the MM5 results. The colour distinguishes between ECHO-G (red) and ERA40 (green). All experiments have been interpolated to the ECA grid to perform the calculations.
**Fig. 6.** Standard deviation of seasonal mean series of SAT in the period 1961–1990 for ECHO-G, ERA40, and MM5 nested to both (by columns) in all the seasons (by rows). All fields have been interpolated to a 7 min regular grid to ease the visual comparison.
Fig. 7. Standard deviation of seasonal mean series of precipitation in the period 1961–1990 for ECHO-G, ERA40, and MM5 nested to both (by columns) in all the seasons (by rows). All fields have been interpolated to a 7 min regular grid to ease the visual comparison.
Fig. 8. Normalised EOF patterns obtained from the seasonal mean series of SAT for the period 1961–1990 in the simulations ECHO-G + MM5 and ERA40 + MM5.
Fig. 9. Normalised EOF patterns obtained from the seasonal mean series of precipitation for the period 1961–1990 in the simulations ECHO-G + MM5 (left) and ERA40 + MM5 (right).
Fig. 10. Anomaly series of SAT over the IP (upper panel, in Kelvin) northwest precipitation (middle panel, in mm/month) and southeast precipitation (lower panel, in mm/month) in winter (DJF) and summer (JJA), respectively. Red line represents the series for ECHO-G and blue line for ECHO-G + MM5. Ocean grid-cells are also included in the calculations. Anomalies are calculated with respect to the period 1900–1990, and a 31-yr running mean have been applied to all series.
Fig. 11. SAT temperature anomalies for winter (up row) and summer (bottom row) in the 1671–1700 period respect to 1900–1990. The figure shows the results for ECHO-G (left), ECHO-G + MM5 (centre) and the SAT reconstruction (right).
Fig. 12. Precipitation anomalies for winter (up row) and summer (bottom row) in the 1671–1700 period respect to 1900–1990. The figure shows the results for ECHO-G (left), ECHO-G + MM5 (centre) and the precipitation reconstruction (right).
Fig. 13. Anomaly series of SAT over the IP (upper panel) northwest precipitation (middle panel) and southeast precipitation (lower panel) in winter (DJF) and summer (JJA), respectively. Red line represents the series for the reconstructions and blue line for ECHO-G + MM5. Ocean grid-cells are excluded in the calculations. Anomalies are calculated with respect to the 1900–1990 period, and a 31-yr running mean have been applied to all series.
Fig. 14. Anomaly series of precipitation over the IP (blue) and NAO index (red) simulated by the model in winter (up) and summer (down). All anomalies are calculated respect to the period 1900–1990. The NAO index of the model is defined as the principal component associated to the leading EOF of the SLP in the North Atlantic-European sector (70° W to 50° E and 20° N to 75° N). Green line represents the winter NAO index reconstructed by Trouet et al. (2009).